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Abstract

In systems with moving contacts, as e.g. automotive vehicles on dirt-roads, friction brakes, and of course railway vehi-
cles moving on railway tracks, spatially periodic wear patterns may appear on the contact partners’ surfaces. There is gen-
eral agreement that the patterns are related to structural resonances. Using simple models with a moving point contact and
an idealized wear model the present work first reviews some of the present understanding of wear-pattern generation. Then
additional intuitively accessible explanations for the phenomena observed are developed and the effect of randomly spec-
ified relative velocities on the wavelength selection process is investigated. For this purpose the stability analysis of the sur-
face evolution equation is pursued with the full, as well as with a reduced system, and a simple linear approach to deal with
distributions of relative velocities is introduced. For fixed relative velocity the analysis yields an intuitively accessible pic-
ture of wear-pattern appearance or evanescence, as well as of wear-pattern motion. Based on these results it is shown, how
dominant wavelengths are selected as a consequence of randomly distributed relative velocities.
� 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many engineering systems comprise some sort of moving contact, e.g. in ground vehicles the tyre-road or
wheel-track contact point moves along the road or rail, in disk brakes the brake pad moves relatively to the
turning brake disk, in cutting machines tools move along a work-piece, etc. All of these systems may show the
emergence of wear patterns. Dirt roads, for example, may evolve into ‘washboards’, confer to Kurtze et al.
(2001), where washboard-forming processes are investigated, and to Both et al. (2001) where also dissipative
mechanisms related to the road surface (due to rain, etc.) are taken into account. Then of course there is the
phenomenon of rail corrugation, which has been observed and studied already in the 19th century: train track
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as well as train wheels often show strikingly periodic changes in topography. The literature on the field is tre-
mendous, and the quest for solving or at least dealing satisfactorily with the effect may still not be considered
as concluded. Instead of attempting to give an overview about the many facets of the field, we refer to the
recent reviews by Grassie and Edwards (2006), Meehan et al. (2005), Nielsen et al. (2003), Sato et al.
(2002), Grassie and Kalousek (1993). But also disks of disk brakes may develop substantial thickness varia-
tions during operation (e.g. Schumann and Winner, 2006), which was the original motivation for the present
work. In all of these cases the wear patterns generated usually lead to unwanted consequences, as e.g. vibra-
tions, noise or structural damage.

A number of fundamental mechanisms have been proposed for explaining the appearance of the wear pat-
terns. Among those in the following we will consider only the mechanisms which explain the appearance of
wear patterns from homogeneous initial conditions, by this focussing on what often is called the pattern-for-
mation aspect. In this class, two categories may be distinguished: first, for systems generating substantial
changes in surface temperature due to frictional heating, thermoelastic instabilities may generate a change
in the surface topography that again will interact with the wear mechanisms (Afferante et al., 2006, Steffen,
1998). Second, when temperature changes are of minor importance, the origin of the wear patterns is usually
attributed to the existence of structural resonances that leave their footprints on the interface, such that wear
patterns with spatial wavelengths correlated with the structural resonance frequencies and the velocity of rel-
ative motion appear. The present work focusses on systems of this second kind, not related to temperature
effects.

The general picture of the interaction of structural vibration modes and spatially inhomogeneous wear has
now been confirmed by a large number of full-scale numerical simulations, predominantly based on time-inte-
grations, cf. e.g. to Meehan et al. (2005), Frischmuth and Langemann (2003), Küsel and Brommundt (2003),
Meinders and Meinke (2003), Meywerk and Brommundt (2000), Brommundt (1997), Meywerk and Brom-
mundt (1997). The main difficulty of these approaches might be considered to originate in the discrepancy
between the time-scales of the – comparatively fast – structural oscillations and the – comparatively slow –
time-scales of the wear processes. This may lead to a large computational effort, sometimes making it difficult
to determine boundaries of critical parameter regimes, or to perform optimization approaches.

Consequently, in parallel to full-scale numerical approaches, a fruitful line of research into simplified or
reduced-order modeling and analysis has developed. The work in this field either aims at gaining improved
understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of the wear patterns’ generation processes (Müller, 2001),
or at developing more efficient computational approaches (e.g. Meehan et al., 2005). Instead of relying on
time-integration, most of the approaches in this field consider wear pattern generation as an instability phe-
nomenon: structural resonances lead, due to temporal variations of contact properties, to spatially inhomo-
geneous wear resulting in a surface-topography variation, that in turn may excite the structural dynamics.
It is this feedback-loop that is generally thought to generate the surface wear patterns.

Since the structural resonance frequencies are typically largely unaffected by the relative velocity between
the contact partners, the above reasoning would directly lead to the conclusion that – other parameters held
constant – the wavelength of the wear patterns should be proportional to the relative velocity. It seems how-
ever, that there is still some debate if this result corresponds to what is observed in the field. E.g. in rail cor-
rugation studies a number of field studies have not shown a clear linear relationship between train speed and
corrugation wavelength (e.g. Bhaskar et al., 1997). In contrast, the idea that the corrugation wavelength could
be independent of the train speed, exists.

The present work addresses this question of wavelength selection by considering constant and randomly
distributed relative velocities. Remarkably, only very recently work on the effects of non-constant relative
velocities seems to have been undertaken. To the authors’ knowledge Bellette et al. (2006) seem to have been
the first investigators to analyze varying train speeds in the context of a frequency-domain stability analysis.
They find substantially reduced growth rates when the train speed is not the same for all trains, but statistically
distributed around a mean value. An evaluation of the effects of non-constant relative velocities on wavelength
selection and wear-pattern motion however seems still to be missing. The present work therefore investigates
the effect of randomly distributed relative velocities on wear-pattern formation.

The paper is structured as follows: first a single-degree-of-freedom model is introduced. The full and the
linearized evolution equations are derived and the stability of the surface subjected to wear for a given con-
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stant relative velocity is investigated from the full system, as well as from a reduced system obtained by an
averaging approach. In addition to this quantitative mathematical analysis an intuitively accessible approach
to understanding the instability’s appearance is presented. The approach is then extended to an exemplary
two-degree-of-freedom structural system. Subsequently exemplary velocity distributions are considered and
an extended linear analysis for dealing with such load cases is presented and evaluated. Finally an outlook
is given that addresses questions of extending the approach presented to aspects not considered yet.

2. A review on the mechanism of wear-pattern generation by normal force variation

2.1. A single-degree-of-freedom model and its evolution equations

Probably the most generic model to study the interaction between structural oscillations and wear-pattern
generation may be taken as a single-degree-of-freedom linear harmonic oscillator moving with a constant hor-
izontal speed V over an originally plane surface, which experiences wear due to the relative motion of the mov-
ing oscillator. For the analytical approach we closely follow Kurtze et al. (2001) to simplify comparison of the
subsequently extended modeling and analysis with the previously available work. A sketch of the system is
given in Fig. 1.

The mass of the oscillator is denoted by m and it is assumed to be coupled to the surface through a linear
spring with spring stiffness k and a linear viscous damping element of damping constant d. With Z(x) denoting
the vertical position of the mass and H(x) denoting the height of the counter-surface at the momentary posi-
tion x of the mass, the evolution equation for the structural oscillation of the mass at its current position reads

m
D2

Dt2
Zþ d

D

Dt
ðZ� HÞ þ kðZ� HÞ ¼ 0; ð1Þ

where D/Dt stands for the derivative evaluated at the momentary position of the mass – i.e. the ‘material
derivative’. To simplify the analysis the equation is now divided by m and a natural undamped (angular) fre-
quency x0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k=m

p
as well as a damping parameter C = d/(mx0) are introduced. The next step is to connect

the model of the discrete moving mass, described by the ordinary differential equation given above, with a
model describing the wear of the counter-surface. For that purpose the model of the moving discrete oscillator
is now replaced by an ensemble of moving oscillators, such that the ordinary differential Eq. (1) can be re-
placed by a partial differential equation that may subsequently be coupled to a wear evolution equation of
the counter-surface to be specified later. Formally this extension is accomplished by evaluating the material
derivative D/Dt as D=Dt ¼ o

ot þ V o
ox, where V stands for the (advection) velocity of the oscillator relative to

the surface. By this substitution the Lagrangian coordinate representation is converted into a Eulerian repre-
sentation and the resulting evolution equation reads

ðot þ V oxÞ2Zðx; tÞ þ Cx0ðot þ V oxÞðZðx; tÞ � Hðx; tÞÞ þ x2
0ðZðx; tÞ � Hðx; tÞÞ ¼ 0: ð2Þ

For the wear model we assume proportionality of the amount of wear with the normal load exerted by the
moving oscillator, i.e. an Archard type wear model. Of course this is a highly simplified approach, compare
e.g. Nielsen et al. (2003) for models based on more physical insight into the specific wear processes of rail cor-
rugation. For the purpose of the present work, which was motivated primarily by corrugation in brake disks,

Fig. 1. Single-degree-of-freedom system.
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this simplification however seems adequate: first, Archard’s wear law is very widespread in evaluating wear in
braking systems, second, the work is to show a basic approach rather than a detailed tribological representa-
tion of the certainly manifold wear processes, which are definitely specific to the selected application. It should
however be possible to adapt the techniques presented in the following also to alternative wear models and
derive corresponding results.

With m[g + (ot + Vox)2Z] being the normal load onto the surface, the surface evolution equation simply
reads

otHðx; tÞ ¼ �maðHÞ½gþ ðot þ V oxÞ2Zðx; tÞ�; ð3Þ
where an additional factor a(H) parameterizing the wear rate as a function of the surface height has been
introduced to allow for a dependency of the wear rate on the state of the surface topography.

Eqs. (2) and (3) form a coupled set of partial differential equations describing both the dynamics of the
oscillator in motion as well as the wear evolution of the counter-surface. To simplify the analysis, the fields
are now decomposed into a component corresponding to a spatial mean value, depending on time only,
and into the deviation from that mean, i.e. H and Z are decomposed into

Hðx; tÞ ¼ H 0ðtÞ þ hðx; tÞ; Zðx; tÞ ¼ Z0ðtÞ þ zðx; tÞ; ð4Þ
where h and z are assumed to have a vanishing spatial average. In addition the wear equation – as the only
nonlinear-equation under consideration – is linearized with respect to the spatially dependent variables, since
for the purpose of the present work we are merely interested in the stability of a spatially homogeneous wear
evolution around the spatially averaged surface height H0. After linearizing Eq. (3) and subtracting the spa-
tially averaged equations to obtain equations for h and z, the result is

otH 0 ¼� maðH 0Þ½gþ o
2
ttZ0�;

oth ¼� m
oa
oH

����
H0

hðgþ ottZ0Þ � maðH 0Þðot þ V oxÞ2z; ð5Þ

o
2
ttZ0 þ Cx0otðZ0 � H 0Þ þ x2

0ðZ0 � H 0Þ ¼0;

ðot þ V oxÞ2zþ Cx0ðot þ V oxÞðz� hÞ þ x2
0ðz� hÞ ¼0: ð6Þ

Note that the evolution equations for the spatially averaged quantities are decoupled from the evolution of the
spatially dependent variables. This means that the averaged wear level will proceed irrespective of any spatially
inhomogeneous wear dynamics.

To obtain solutions for the equations determining the spatial inhomogeneities, two approaches may be fol-
lowed. First, solutions for the coupled system of structural and wear dynamics can be obtained. For that pur-
pose it seems plausible to assume that the quantities a(H0) and oa

oH jH0
– through their implicit time-dependency

– vary only very slowly with time, and can therefore be approximated by constants. In addition the term
m oa

oH jH0
hottZ0 is neglected, since – in the spirit of setting slowly varying variables constant – it would basically

result in a slowly time-dependent rescaling of the constant g.
Then the resulting equations for h and z are temporally and spatially homogeneous and solutions can be

sought in the form hðx; tÞ ¼ ĥ expðikxþ stÞ; zðx; tÞ ¼ ẑ expðikxþ stÞ, where k is the wavenumber (which is 2p
times the inverse of wavelength), Re(s) the growth rate and Im(s) the corresponding frequency. The approach
reduces the set of partial differential equations to the homogeneous set of algebraic equations

sþ mg oa
oH

��
H0

maðH 0Þðsþ ikV Þ2

�Cx0ðsþ ikV Þ � x2
0 ðsþ ikV Þ2 þ Cx0ðsþ ikV Þ þ x2

0

" #
� ĥ

ẑ

 !
¼ 0: ð7Þ

Solvability requires the determinant of the coefficient matrix to vanish, such that by evaluating the resulting
third order polynomial in s a dispersion relation with three roots can be deduced.

Although the approach is straightforward, in more general cases than the one considered here the calcula-
tion strategy may run into difficulties, since in fact the resulting eigenvalues capture the fast vibrational
dynamics as well as the slow wear evolution. The large differences in the absolute values of the corresponding
eigenvalues may therefore result in extremely stiff equations, possibly hard to solve. To overcome this problem
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one may derive a reduced-order equation for the wear-pattern evolution by following an averaging strategy.
Assuming that from the fast structural vibration only the pressure obtained from averaging over the fast vibra-
tion time-scale enters into the wear dynamics, all time derivatives acting on z may be eliminated. With this
assumption the second part of Eq. (6) reduces to

ðV oxÞ2zþ Cx0V oxðz� hÞ þ x2
0ðz� hÞ ¼ 0; ð8Þ

which – assuming the exponential ansatz already introduced – may be solved for z as a function of h, i.e.

z ¼ ½x2
0 � V 2k2 þ ikCx0V ��1ðx2

0 þ ikCx0V Þh: ð9Þ
In turn this relation may then be introduced into Eq. (5) to obtain – neglecting in addition the temporal change
of otz relative to its spatial variation Voxz – an explicit evolution equation for the height h only:

oth ¼ �bh� maðH 0Þ
ðx2

0 þ ikCx0V Þ
x2

0 � V 2k2 þ ikCx0V

" #
ð�V 2k2Þh: ð10Þ

Here a nonlinearity parameter b ¼ mg oa
oH jH0

has been introduced for abbreviation. The corresponding disper-
sion relation can correspondingly be stated in explicit form as

s ¼ �bþ maðH 0ÞV 2k2 ðx2
0 þ ikCx0V Þ

x2
0 � V 2k2 þ ikCx0V

" #
: ð11Þ

With this all the required algebra is provided to evaluate the wear-pattern evolution for the case of constant
relative velocity, as well as for the case of a superposition of relative velocities. This is pursued in the subse-
quent sections.

2.2. Results from the averaging approach

To show the fundamental phenomena occurring in the system, especially also with a view to the subsequent
investigation of corrugation for varying relative velocities, we will restrain the analysis to the parameters
m = 1 kg, x0 = 1/s, a0 = a(H0) = 10 �10 s kg�1 and V = 1 m/s. We will vary only the system’s damping C
and the parameter b characterizing the nonlinearity in the wear evolution equation. Fig. 2 shows the real part
of s, i.e. the growth rate, and the corresponding imaginary part characterizing the translation of the wear pat-
tern over time, vs. the wavenumber k for a number of different damping values and b = 0.
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Fig. 2. Stability properties of the wear evolution equation for m = 1 kg, x0 = 1 s�1, a0 = a(H0) = 10�10 s kg�1, V = 1 m/s and b = 0.
Re(s), i.e. the growth rate (left), and Im(s), i.e. the wear-pattern oscillation frequency (right) vs. the wavenumber k for C = 0 (solid), 0.1
(dashed), 0.4 (dash-dotted) and 2.0 (dotted).
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A number of results can be extracted from the analysis. Although some of the findings have already been
obtained earlier using alternative modeling strategies (cf. e.g. Meehan and Daniel, 2006, Meehan et al., 2005,
Kurtze et al., 2001), a review and overview seems appropriate. One may note: (1) For zero damping the dis-
persion relation is discontinuous: there is a wavenumber ~k, corresponding to resonant excitation of the oscil-
lator (~k ¼ x0=V ), such that all perturbations with wavenumbers below ~k are unstable, and when k approaches
~k from below, the growth rate diverges. In contrast, all perturbations with wavenumbers larger than ~k lead to
stable configurations. (2) When the damping is weak, the dispersion relation becomes continuous, but still
there is a maximum for the growth rates around ~k, whereas larger wavenumbers are again stable and asymp-
totically (for k!1), a negative growth rate results. (3) For stronger damping (note that C = 2 as chosen in
the example corresponds to critical damping, i.e. Lehr’s damping equal to 1), all wavenumbers yield instabil-
ity, with larger wavenumbers being increasingly more unstable than smaller ones and the growth rate reaches a
positive asymptotic limit for k!1.

The whole situation changes only slightly when a dependency of the wear rate on the surface level is admit-
ted, i.e. when non-zero b is considered. The explicit form for s directly shows that a non-zero, positive b merely
leads to a decrease of the growth rate by a constant term. As a result, for weak damping the wavenumber
range of instability will turn out as a bounded wavenumber interval, whereas for strong damping either all
wavenumbers beyond a certain threshold, or no wavenumber at all will yield instability.

2.3. The intuitive picture

After the reduced-order model has been evaluated and discussed in a rather formal manner the question of
course appears if the instabilities arising can also be understood from a simpler, more physics- or mechanism-
oriented point of view. Although parts of the explanations presented have been given in a number of scattered
publications, it seems worth while to attempt a reviewing description allowing for a complete picture.

For that purpose, consider the undamped system. After a small harmonic surface corrugation has evolved,
this will be felt by the oscillator as an external forcing with the angular frequency Vk. Basically, Eq. (9) gives a
frequency response of z due to a harmonic ‘input’ in h, see Fig. 3. Whenever the forcing frequency Vk is smal-
ler than the oscillator’s resonance frequency x0, the response will be strictly in phase with the excitation. This
however means that, considering again the transfer relation (9) between h and z, that z will be positive and
larger than h when the mass moves over the ‘hill’, whereas it will be negative and smaller (i.e. more negative)
than h when it moves through the ‘valley’. This in turn means nothing but that over the hill the contact load
will be smaller than in the valley, which in turn directly leads to an increased wear in the valleys and an overall
amplitude growth of the surface corrugation. Analogously, when the ‘exciting wavenumber’ is larger than k̂,
the vibration response of the oscillator will have a phase shift of p with respect to the phase of the surface
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Fig. 3. Displacement z(x) of the undamped oscillator due to a harmonic surface corrugation h(x). Excitation frequencies Vk below (a) and
above (b) the oscillator’s resonance frequency x0.
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corrugation, which means that the load is increased over the hills and decreased in the valleys, which will lead
to the corrugation being wiped out. Moreover, the proximity of the forcing frequency Vk to the oscillator’s
resonance frequency x0 determines the strength of the process that either leads to a build-up of corrugation,
or to its evanescence. The origin lies in the oscillator’s resonance behavior, its amplitude and phase response
due to a forcing from the surface corrugation, and thus convincingly explains the asymptotic stability behavior
when Vk approaches x0.

When the oscillator is damped, the transfer behavior of Eq. (9) will introduce spatial phase differences
between the surface corrugation and the vertical displacement of the oscillator different from 0 or p. To under-
stand the role of these phase differences better, in the following a phase shift of exactly p/2 will be considered
first, since an arbitrary phase lag may be decomposed into a component shifted by 0 or p (the ‘in-phase-com-
ponent’) and a component shifted by p/2 (the ‘out-of-phase-component’).

Fig. 4 shows a configuration in which there is a phase shift of exactly p/2 between the surface-topography
corrugation and the oscillator’s pathway. This corresponds to the phase relation, when the oscillator, which
moves towards the left, is resonantly excited through the surface corrugation. Repeating the reasoning with
respect to wear it turns out that – for the configuration shown – the strongest wear results for the regions with
the smallest elevations in z, whereas the weakest wear results where z is largest. Obviously, these areas corre-
spond to the shoulder-areas in the corrugation topography: the upward-moving mass strongly wears the
upward-shoulder, while the downward-moving mass yields reduced wear. With respect to overall stability
these two effects balance; however, a differential wear between the upward and the downward shoulders of
the surface corrugation will result in the corrugation pattern to move laterally. Following these arguments
it is quite easy to understand that an out-of-phase relationship as depicted will lead to the oscillatory wear
pattern moving towards the left, i.e. towards smaller x-values. Also, the larger the amplitude of the oscillator
motion z, the stronger is the disparity in wear between the two shoulders, which corresponds to an increased
differential wear, and by that to an increase in the lateral velocity of the wear pattern. Indeed, this result has
already been obtained formally in the eigenvalue analysis of the preceding section, where the imaginary part
Im(s) of the growth-rate attained a substantial value close to the oscillator’s resonance frequency. Im(s)/k does
however give nothing but the phase-velocity of the harmonic corrugations considered. Following the simple
reasoning above, lateral motions of the wear patterns can thus also be well understood on the basis of the
oscillator’s dynamical response behavior.

In addition one may note that in the damped case the wavenumber corresponding to the most unstable per-
turbation no longer exactly coincides with the resonance frequency of the undamped structural system: damp-
ing reduces the frequency of maximum frequency response, and by that decreases the most critical
wavenumber, cf. Fig. 2.

To summarize the results of this section: (1) the in-phase-component between a harmonic surface corruga-
tion and the corrugation-induced vertical oscillation of the oscillator always results in an instability of the sur-
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Fig. 4. Out-of-phase displacement z(x) due to a harmonic surface corrugation h(x).
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face evolution equation, related to an increase of the surface corrugation. (2) A phase shift of p/2, i.e. an out-
of-phase-relation, with the oscillator ‘lagging behind’ the surface corrugation, results in a neutrally stable con-
figuration, which is however linked to a lateral motion of the wear patterns. (3) Finally, a phase shift of p
always leads to a reduction of the corrugation, such that the vibration dynamics wipes out the surface
elevations.

From these considerations it becomes evident, why for strongly damped oscillators the surface evolution in
the model always shows unstable behavior: for the strongly damped oscillator the phase lag between the excit-
ing surface topography and the vertical position never exceeds p/2, but always remains in the interval [0,p/2].
Consequently, strongly damped oscillators will always render the counter-surface unstable with respect to
corrugations.

It should be noted here that similar arguments have been applied also in the context of flow-induced ripple-
formation in granular material (e.g. sand) under shear flows. It seems plausible that the underlying mecha-
nisms of both processes should be largely analogous (compare e.g. Charru and Hinch, 2006) in mechanical
terms.

2.4. Comparison to solutions of the full system

Although the above approach to evaluate wear-pattern stability seems convincingly simple, and also an
intuitive explanation for the resulting stability behavior is at hand, still there is some lack of confidence in
the quality of the approximation method used. Without a doubt the approach is somewhat ‘handwaving’,
which leaves one with some doubts about the question, if the behavior of the full system has in fact been
reduced correctly. To evaluate these problems, the eigenvalue problem corresponding to the full system (7)
is tackled in the following. Of course such a direct computation could be difficult in systems of larger size,
but for the present conceptual model a direct comparison is possible. Among the most important ques-
tions to be answered is the sensitivity of the reduced-order approach with respect to the strength of
the wear rate, since often in large-scale modeling – due to the too high computational effort in using wear
rates of true size – a wear rate upscaling is used, tacitly assuming that the overall interplay between the
structural and the wear dynamics will remain unchanged. Some limits of this approach will appear in the
following.

Fig. 5 shows Re(s) and Im(s) as calculated from the coupled system of Eq. (7) for the exemplary parameters
already used for the averaging approach with a damping parameter of C = 0.1. Obviously, both structural
modes as well as surface-topography modes are now recovered: the structural modes result in strongly nega-
tive real parts of the eigenvalues, due to the damping prescribed. In addition, a variation of the wavenumbers
leads to constantly decreasing imaginary parts of their corresponding eigenvalues.

In contrast, the eigenvalues corresponding to the surface evolution have only very small values and cannot
be resolved on the scales of the structural system’s eigenvalues. When magnified, the dependency of the surface
evolution on the wavenumber however becomes marked. Interestingly, for the parameters chosen differences
between the full system’s eigenvalues corresponding to a surface evolution and the eigenvalues resulting from
the averaging approach are not visible to the bare eye, showing that the averaging approach in fact captures
the significant parts of the dynamics.

At this point it is also rewarding to examine the influence of upscaling the wear rate parameter, which is
often done in modeling and simulation approaches based on time-series evolution, since otherwise results can-
not be obtained in a reasonable amount of computational time. Fig. 6 shows the results of the full system’s
eigenvalues for increasing wear rates.

For strongly increased wear rates the structural modes and the surface evolution modes can no longer be
regarded as uncoupled modes. In the example considered first influences on the structural modes can be
noticed for wear rates of the order of a(H0) = 10�4s kg�1. At a(H0) = 10�2s kg�1 another effect results:
the surface evolution mode couples strongly to the vibration modes for large wavenumbers, since the growth
rates (i.e. the real parts of the eigenvalues) become comparable. At first sight these results might seem arti-
ficial, since growth rates for the surface evolution of this size are of course unphysical. However, there
remains the fundamental problem that upscaling the wear rate may quantitatively change the spectral char-
acteristics of the system; and this quantitative change may hardly be estimated a priori, as the small sample
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calculation shows. Especially, the smaller the system’s structural damping, the closer the growth rate of the
surface evolution mode will be to the growth rates of the structural modes and the mutual interference
might quickly limit upscaling wear rates. It might therefore be considered a valuable task for future studies
to develop measures that would allow a priori, i.e. without performing first an eigenvalue analysis of the
complete coupled system, an evaluation of the allowable amount of upscaling the wear rate in computa-
tional approaches.
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Fig. 5. Resulting eigenvalues from Eq. (7) for m = 1 kg, x0 = 1 s�1, a0 = a(H0) = 10�10 s kg�1, V = 1 m/s, b = 0.1 s�1 and C = 0.1. (a)
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It shows that for the largest wear rate the structural and the surface evolution modes have coupled.
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3. Wear-pattern generation in a two-degree-of-freedom structural system

The preceding section focused on wear-pattern generation due to a single resonance in the structural sys-
tem. It turned out that for weakly damped systems instability in the topography evolution will typically result
for a wavenumber band with an upper limit close to the undamped system’s resonance frequency. For over-
damped systems instability may result for all wavenumbers larger than a critical value below the resonance
frequency. Since real technical systems are usual characterized by a number of modes larger than one in
the present section an exemplary two-degree-of-freedom structural model is investigated.

3.1. The model and its evolution equations

The system, see Fig. 7, might be understood e.g. as a quarter car model moving with constant velocity over
a road or as a brake pad sliding over a brake disk, where both the pad’s lining stiffness, as well as the hydraulic
system is taken into account.

Proceeding in complete analogy to the single-degree-of-freedom system, the equations determining the
structural oscillations are

m2

D2

Dt2
Z2 þ d2

D

Dt
ðZ2 � Z1Þ þ k2ðZ2 � Z1Þ ¼ 0;

m1
D2

Dt2
Z1 þ d2

D

Dt
ðZ1 � Z2Þ þ d1

D

Dt
ðZ1 � HÞ þ k2ðZ1 � Z2Þ þ k1ðZ1 � HÞ ¼ 0; ð12Þ

where H denotes the surface corrugation, Z1 and Z2 the vertical position of the masses m1 and m2, and k1 and
k2 and d1 and d2 denote the stiffness as well as the damping parameters, respectively.

From these equations the normal load exerted onto the surface can easily be identified as

N ¼ ðm1 þ m2Þg� d1

D

Dt
ðZ1 � HÞ � k1ðZ1 � HÞ; ð13Þ

such that the surface evolution equations do result in

otH ¼ �aðHÞN : ð14Þ

Again all variables are decomposed into a spatially homogeneous and a spatially inhomogeneous part, for
which a harmonic form is assumed, e.g. H(x, t) = H0(t) + h(t)exp(ikx), etc. Since the structural system has al-
ready been assumed linear the corresponding equations are also the evolution equations for the spatially inho-
mogeneous quantities. The surface evolution equation has however to be linearized first and results in

Fig. 7. Two-degree-of-freedom system.
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otH 0 ¼� aðH 0Þ mg� d1

D

Dt
ðZ0

1 � H 0Þ � k1ðZ0
1 � H 0Þ

� �

oth ¼� bhþ aðH 0Þ d1

D

Dt
ðz1 � hÞ þ k1ðz1 � hÞ

� �
: ð15Þ

Since the resulting system is – assuming a(H0) and b as approximately constant – again invariant with respect
to time, an exponential time-dependency can be separated, writing h, z1, z2 exp(st), which allows to replace D

Dt
by (s + ikV). This yields a homogeneous algebraic system:

sþ mg oa
oH

��
H0 �aðH 0Þd1ðsþ ikV Þ 0

þaðH 0Þd1ðsþ ikV Þ �aðH 0Þk1

þaðH 0Þk1

�d1ðsþ ikV Þ m1ðsþ ikV Þ2 �d2ðsþ ikV Þ
�k1 þðd1 þ d2Þðsþ ikV Þ �k2

þðk1 þ k2Þ
0 �d2ðsþ ikV Þ m2ðsþ ikV Þ2

�k2 þd2ðsþ ikV Þ
þk2

2
666666666666666664

3
777777777777777775

�
ĥ

ẑ1

ẑ2

0
B@

1
CA ¼ 0: ð16Þ

The roots of the corresponding characteristic polynomial then lead to three modes: two for structural oscil-
lations, one for the surface evolution.

Also here an averaging approach may be devised. By averaging out the time-dependent terms in the struc-
tural evolution equations, and after introducing harmonic ansatz functions, the following algebraic equations
including h, z1 and z2 remain:

m2ðikV Þ2z2 þ d2ðikV Þðz2 � z1Þ þ k2ðz2 � z1Þ ¼ 0;

m1ðikV Þ2z1 þ d2ðikV Þðz1 � z2Þ þ d1ðikV Þðz1 � hÞ þ k2ðz1 � z2Þ þ k1ðz1 � hÞ ¼ 0: ð17Þ
These equations may be used to express z1 explicitly in terms of h to eliminate z1 from the surface evolution
equation such that finally an explicit dispersion relation can again be obtained.

3.2. Exemplary results

Fig. 8 shows typical results from an eigenvalue analysis of the two-degree-of-freedom system for arbitrary
parameters. Again sharp peak-like structures appear for the modes associated to surface evolution near those
wavenumbers where the structural oscillations are excited resonantly.

The multi-degree-of-freedom structural model does not seem to provide any new qualitative features
beyond what has already been analyzed in the case of the single-degree-of-freedom model. We therefore
conclude the present analysis. It should however be remarked that an extension of the approach presented
to systems with a spatially extended contact and wear area seems to be the next step in developing under-
standing and modeling approaches. This task is however left to future studies.

4. Randomly distributed relative velocities

Above it has been shown that the wavelength of the wear patterns is correlated with structural resonance
frequencies leading to oscillatory normal force. Since the wavelength of the pattern should then be propor-
tional to the relative velocity, this reasoning does not directly lead to a preferred wavelength for the wear
pattern when loading ensembles comprising distributions of relative sliding speeds are considered. The pres-
ent section shows, how, in a linear approximation, the preferred wavelengths, corresponding growth rates
and propagation speeds of wear patterns can be determined in systems, for which the relative velocity
between the contact partners is not constant, but can be given only in terms of a probabilistic description.
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To the knowledge of the authors presently the only contribution to this question seems from Bellette et al.
(2006), focussed on the application of rail corrugation. They observed a significant reduction of growth rate
with increasing width (in terms of standard deviation) of the relative velocity’s distribution function. Taking
into account uniform, triangular and normal distributions they argue for deliberately chosen operation strat-
egies to reduce wear-pattern growth. Results on the selection of wavelengths and on the lateral propagation of
the patterns have however not been given.

Since the primary motivation for the present work lies in braking systems, where relative sliding speeds
depend strongly on driving cycles, an approach to evaluate the effect of distributions of relative sliding speeds
on the generation of wear patterns is devised. Although the approach is general in the sense that arbitrary dis-
tribution functions could be assumed, the analysis is restricted on the archetypical cases of normal distribu-
tions – mimicking a scatter in an otherwise prescribed mean sliding velocity – and uniform distributions
with cut-offs at low and at high speeds.

4.1. The linear stability approach

The fundamental idea, as well as also the limitation of the approach chosen, lies in assuming sort of a
weighted-averaging approach for the growth of perturbations. Assume that the probability of finding the sys-
tem with a relative velocity of V is given by p(V) and the complex dispersion relation depending on V and k is
given by s(V,k). Then the resulting dispersion relation for perturbations under the probabilistically specified
load situation can be calculated as
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Fig. 8. Two-degree-of-freedom system. Resulting eigenvalues from Eq. (16) for m1 = m2 = 1 kg, k1 = k2 = 1 N/m, d1 = d2 = 0.02 kg s�1,
a0 = a(H0) = 10�10 s kg�1, V = 1 m/s, b = 0.0 and C = 0.1. (a) and (b) show the full range, (c) and (d) give magnified views of the
eigenvalues corresponding to surface evolution.
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sðkÞ ¼
Z

pðV Þ
V

sðV ; kÞdV : ð18Þ

Basically, s(k) results from an average over s(V,k), weighted with the probability of occurrence for a given V.
In addition a rescaling by a factor 1/V has to be introduced, taking into account that in the present continuum
model the number density of passes is proportional to V. Since the probability of occurrence for a single pass
is however already fully included in p(V), a corrective factor is necessary.

That the approach sketched is basically a linear extension of the linear stability analysis given before to a
statistically defined load case can be seen as follows: for a given specific V a perturbation grows as exp(s(k)t),
which for small t can be represented by its linear terms (1 + s(k)t). Scaling this growth on a unit number den-
sity of passes results in ð1þ sðkÞ

V tÞ. When different Vs exist in a loading situation, these terms have to be com-
bined in a multiplicative way, such that the resulting perturbation has an amplitude proportional toQ
½1þ sðV ;kÞt

V �nðV Þ; where n(V) specifies the number of cases in which V is obtained. For small t the expression
corresponds to 1þ

P
V

nðV ÞsðV ;kÞt
V . In the continuum limit this expression directly leads to the weighted average

formula given above in Eq. (18).
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Fig. 9. Results of stability analysis of a system with m = 1 kg, C = 0.1, x = 2p s�1, b = 1.0 · 10�9 s�1, a(H0) = 1.0 · 10�10 s kg�1,
subjected to a uniform distribution of relative velocities 100 < V < 200. (a) and (b) show Re(s) and Im(s) for fixed V = 100 (dotted) and
V = 200 (dashed). (c) and (d) give the resulting growth rates Re(s) and frequencies Im(s) for the system subjected to the distribution of
relative velocities.
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4.2. Uniform distributions

First a constant probability density function with a cutoff at a lower and at a higher velocity is considered,
Fig. 9. A number of results can be noticed. First, the perturbation of strongest growth corresponds closely to
the lowest wavenumber that may be generated through the velocity-band. In addition, the resulting growth
rate is strongly reduced. Due to the weighted-averaging approach the phenomenon can easily be understood:
only for the lowest wavenumbers the superposition of the individual dispersion relations is mostly construc-
tive. For larger wavenumbers contributions due to other relative velocities V act in a destructive fashion. The
resulting reduction in maximum growth rate is in satisfactory agreement with earlier findings of Bellette et al.
(2006), who use a different calculation approach. In addition to Bellette et al. (2006), the present analysis
allows however also for an evaluation of the most unstable wavelength and the pattern’s drift velocity. It
in addition turns out that also the drift velocity is substantially reduced, such that for probabilistically spec-
ified V the emerging patterns should remain rather stationary in space. Again the origin of the effect may be
traced back to an interference argument as given above already for the growth rate.

To summarize the results: whenever there is a band of relative velocities with equal probability, patterns
seem to emerge that have more or less the smallest wavenumber, or the largest wavelength, that can be attrib-
uted to a velocity in the given band; in fact one could think that only the high-velocity contributions yield
instability, whereas all velocity contributions corresponding to smaller relative velocities are ‘lost’ due to
destructive interference. Also one should note that the most unstable wavelength is by far not given by the
average value of the velocity distribution: in the case of constant p(V) it is not the mean value, but it is the
upper cutoff-velocity that decides on wavelength selection.

4.3. Gaussian distributions

As a second generic load case, normal distributions of V around a mean value are considered. Also here it
turns out that the wavenumber of the most unstable mode does – for significant width of p(V) – not corre-
spond to the mean velocity, but is shifted towards lower wavenumbers. Fig. 10 gives results for the resulting
dispersion relations for r/V0 = 10%, 20%, 30%. It is clear that the maximum growth rate is reduced for
increasing width of the underlying distribution, and that also the wavenumber corresponding to the most
strongly growing mode is shifted to smaller values.

Fig. 11 summarizes the findings. The growth rate reduction (also detected already by Bellette et al., 2006), is
quite marked whenever the distribution p(V) gains non-zero width, then decays only moderately. In addition,
the wavenumber corresponding to the most unstable mode decreases rather linearly from its value obtained
for constant V0.
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Fig. 10. Results of stability analysis of a system with m = 1 kg, C = 0.01, x0 = 100 s�1, b = 0.5 · 10�8 s�1, a(H0) = 1.0 · 10�10 s kg�1,
subjected to Gaussian distributions of relative velocities. (a) shows distribution functions p(V) centered around V0 = 100 with standard
deviations r equal to 10 (solid line), 20 (dashed) and 30 (dotted). (b) and (c) give the corresponding real and imaginary parts of the
dispersion relation for perturbations subjected to the randomly specified relative velocities.
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The findings have a number of consequences. Not only, that finite-width velocity distributions reduce the
growth, offering a simple approach against pattern emergence. Moreover, the marked curves shown in Fig. 11
suggest that even in situations where V is typically assumed as constant, one might not be so sure about it,
since already small variations around V0 lead to large reductions in pattern growth. Also: when the relative
width of the velocity distribution becomes rather large, the effects due to constructive or destructive interfer-
ence become so marked, that the most unstable, and hence probably emerging pattern, cannot any more be
predicted by the mean velocity V0. In our example, for r/V0 = 30%, the wavenumber of the most unstable
mode has fallen to around 0.7 times the wavenumber that would have been expected due to the most probable
V. Conclusively, the emerging pattern should have a wavelength much larger than what would have been
expected from the mean relative velocity.

At this point it seems sensible to terminate the discussion of the results obtained. Already the two simple
probability distributions investigated have shown that non-constant relative velocities generally lead to a
reduction of the patterns growth and drift; in addition the resulting wavelengths will turn out larger than what
could be expected from simplified calculations taking into account only the relative velocities’ mean value. The
specifics and quantitative features of the effect do however seem to depend strongly on the specifics of the
underlying distribution function, which therefore needs to be known to obtain satisfactory results on growth
and drift rates, as well as on the emerging wavelength.

5. Summary, conclusions and outlook

The present work shows how structural resonances from a linear structural system in sliding motion are
related to instabilities in the surface evolution due to wear. Using simple minimal models a number of results
have been obtained: (1) For constant relative velocities linear instabilities of the surface evolution, i.e. eigen-
modes of the linearized surface evolution equation with corresponding eigenvalues having positive growth
rates, always appear close to those surface wavenumbers which correspond to structural resonances. (2)
For weakly damped systems instability results only in wavenumber-intervals close to the corresponding struc-
tural resonance frequencies. For strongly damped systems also wavenumbers much larger than the resonance-
related one may belong to unstable modes. (3) In the single-degree-of-freedom system physically the instability
can be traced back to the structural oscillation in phase with the perturbation of the topography. Out-of-phase
oscillation components, as they arise in damped systems when the structural resonance frequency is
approached, lead to non-zero imaginary parts in the eigenvalues of the linearized surface evolution equation,
which means that the generated surface-topography waves are not stationary in space but slowly move later-
ally. (4) Multi-degree-of-freedom systems generally behave similar to single-degree-of-freedom systems. (5) An
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averaging approach for both single- and multi-degree-of-freedom systems has been presented and discussed
that allows the determination of the surface evolution after elimination of the structural degrees of freedom.
(5) When the relative velocities are given only in statistical terms, e.g. due to load cases where different relative
velocities may appear, growth or decay of surface perturbations is given by a linear superposition of the results
for constant relative velocities. This generally results in (a) a decrease of the growth rate of the most unstable
mode, (b) a decrease of the wavenumber of the most unstable mode (when the system is weakly damped), and
(c) a decrease of the perturbations’ propagation speed for all modes. All effects are substantial, when the
underlying distribution functions are non-trivial.

Among the points still to be addressed in future studies, one may find:

• Extended contact area. Most relevant technical contacts have a finite extension. When structural oscillations
come into play, they will typically be accompanied by a distributed oscillatory contact pressure distribution.
This behavior is not yet captured in the point-contact model considered.

• Finite-size wear regions. In a number of technically relevant systems the surface subjected to wear is not
infinite in spatial extent, but finite: e.g. in friction brakes the brake disk is characterized by a finite circum-
ferential length. It is obvious that the present analysis for infinitely extended systems can easily be extended
to such finite-size systems by constraining the allowable wavenumbers to the discrete set of values corre-
sponding to the underlying periodic boundary conditions.

• Structural nonlinearities. The role of nonlinearities in the structural system has not yet been investigated in
the present context. This might however often be relevant, since due to the typically strong normal preload
materials in contact often show at least nonlinear stiffness characteristics.

• Nonlinear surface-topography evolution. The approaches presented are basically linearized stability analyses;
i.e. exponentially growing unstable modes are determined. Questions with respect to amplitude saturation,
or finite-amplitude issues, are not yet addressed. For growing surface corrugation such finite-amplitude
effects might however become more important.

It is obvious that the present approach to modeling and simulating wear pattern generation has still to
prove its feasibility, especially when it comes to use in practical engineering environments. However, when
comparing the presented ‘frequency-domain’ type of approach to direct computations of the coupled vibration
and wear phenomena, it seems that the stability analysis contributes well to both understanding as well as to
computability of wear-pattern generation. On the other hand side, its limitations due to the underlying line-
arization procedures are also obvious. Overall, the task to develop useable modeling and simulation proce-
dures for the problem at hand will require further investigation.
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